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REVISION OF THE JEFFERSON CITY FORMATION. IN THE
ROLU Q,UADRANGLE,. MISSOURI •

J"AMES S. CULLISON.

INTRODUCTION.
The geology of the Rolla quadrangle was mapped

by Lee in 19121 ,

1.

At that time all the dolom1tl.

Lee, WaLlace, The Geology of the Rolla quad-

rangle:

Mo. Bur. Geol. and Mines, vol. XIII,

2nd ser., 1913.

strata above the Roub1doux and beneath the Carboni-

terous formations in this area were placed in the
letferson City.

A more detailed study ot the strat-

igraphy of the whole Ozark region by Ulrich has shown
that some of the stra ta Which hal been 1ncl.uded in'

the 1erferson City formation on lithologic grounds
are not equivalent to the dolomities in the type seo-

tion at Jefferson City, M1ssouri.

a.

In 1912 U1r1eh2

Purdue, A. H. t and Miser, H. D., U. S. Geol.
Survey Atlas, Eureka Springs - Harrison Folio
(No. 202), 1916, p. 4.

discovered that the beds he had

.al~ed

J"etterson

01 ty 1n the Eureka Springs anA Harrison qua.4rangle

are younger than this tormation, and they subse..
qU811tly have heen mapped as Cotter 81ld P.ell by

Purdue and

1.

n ••rl.

S1m1lar1y the strata which he

Idem.

bad ca:l1ed Jettersoll 01ty 1n southeast Missour12

a.

Ba1n, H. F., ani Ulrich, E. O.
The Copper Deposits of Missour1:

U. S.

Geo~.

Survey Bull.. 267 ~ ~905t p. 12.

later were found by Ulrich to oomprise three

met1ons, the

Jet~ersoD

tor~

City. restricted, the Cot'er.

and the Powe11, and they have been so mapp,ed ill

ste. Genevieve county by Weller and st. Clair8.

s.

Weller t stuart and st. Clair t stuart t Geology

ot ste. Genevieve county t Missouri: :Mo. Bur.
Geol. and Mine s ~ vol. XXII, and

ser.,

~928 t.

p. 25.
The first suggestion ot a need to r a revis10n

ot the lefferson 01 ty formation in the Rolla

C)1Lacl...

rangle was made bT Bridge and Oharles4 in 1922.

4.

Bridge, Josiah, 8Jld C'harles, B. E. t A Devonian

OUtlier near the Crest ot th.e O'zark Up11:r,; J'our.
Geology',

vol~

30, 1922, p. 452.

Their discovery o't several speoies of Hormotoma closely
allied to Hormotoma arteme sia made 1 t seem qui te preb...
able that tbe upper dolomi tea of this region belong

to the Cotter

torma~1ont

but this was not decided der..

1n1 tely until the spring or 1928.

At that time Ulr1ch

examined an outcrop: ot sandstone at Macedonia, ttye
and oine..halt miles north ot Rolla on U. S. Highway

6S and. atter due consideration ot the associated

cherts, he oal1.8d the sandstone the base ot the Cot...
ter formation and referred the underlying dolom1 te
to the true Jet:terson City.

at the suggestion of

In the tall, of' 1928,

Pro~essor

c.

L. Dake, the

writer began the present investigation

or

the contin...

ulty of the sandstone at Macedonia and began to eo:l...

leot data tor a reVision ot the Jettersoa Oity
JIIlt10n in the Rolla quadrangle.

tor~

This work was eoa--

t1nued through 1929 and the spr1ng

ot

~930 ~

and

enough evidence has been collected to warrant map.-.

ping the Cotter as a separate formation in th1s area.
The ne. strat1graph1crelationshlp which has been

established may be illustrated as

tol~ows:

Carboniferous to rmationa
(unoontormi ty)

DeYon1aa
(uncontormi ty)

Cot'er dolomite
(unconformity)

Jet:rerson Cit)"
of Lee

Jefferson C1ty.do1omite
(unconformity?)

Roub1doux tonaatloa
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STRATIGRAPHY.
tJ:EI:tERSON CITY FORMATION. (RESTRICTEDl.

Name...
Jefterson City

Original 1088. 4et1n1t1on ot "the
to~~1on

and incorrect

correlat1o~

of strata found elsewhere With those at Jefferson
01 ty have led to considerable contusion 1n Ozark
stra t1graphy.

The name JetreraOB 01 ty was first

proposed by W1ns10w1 as a geograph1. equivalent

1.

Winslow. Arthur t Lead and Zinc Depos1 ts ;

Mo. Geol. Surv., vol. VI. pt. I. 1894. p. 375.
tor SWal10w t s Second Magnesian Limestone!, the type
8.

Swallow, G. 0.. First and Seoond Annual. Reports;
Mo.

Geo~.

surv. J

vols. I. and II, 1855, p.

~.

section being locate4 at Jefferson City, Missouri.

Winslow plaoed tbe base ot the formation at the top
of the

st.

Elizabeth (Roub1doux)

tine the upp'er boundary.

t

but did not de..

From his discussion, one

...,. inter that the upper 11m1 t 1s the sandstone found

at JettersoD. 01 ty.

This inference 1s substantiated

bJ Bal~ and sm.1 th5 in their report on Miller County.

3.

Ball and 8m1th, The Geo1ogy of Miller Oounty,

Mo. Bur. Geol. and Mines. vol. I, 2nd sar.,

1903.
in which they det1n1 tel.y plaeed all.

om te

ot the

do~..

above the St. Elizabeth (Roub1doux) and below

the Paciti. (St. Peter) in the Jefrerson C1ty tor..

mat1on.

The overlying sandstone 1s now thought

~

be

Carboniterousl • but this taet does not ehange 'the
Dake t

c.

L." Personal oOIllDlUD.1.at1on.

ooDaeptlon ot the formation.

It was in the b,roader sense

that Ulr1ch2 in 1905 t used the term Jet:rerson 01ty in

2.

Bain. H.
pos1 ts

]f.

or

and Ulrich. E. 0.» The Copper De..

Missouri; U. S. Geol. Surve-y Bull.

267, 1905, p. 33.
southeastern Mie souri tor all of those dolom1 tea

between the Roub1dol1X and the

st.

Peter and 1n

Southwestern. Missouri fer 811 those dolom1 tea be--

tween the Roub1doU% and the base

or

the Chatanooga

sba1e t or overlying younger formations, the

Peter being absent in that area.
Ulrich has discovered tbat,

st.

Sino. that time

ot these strata, oU.,. the

lower part 1s equ1Talent to the Jetterson City tor--

mat10n o't the type 108al1 ty and that several unoon..

tormitles exist in the sequence making neoessary a
'rlpart1te divis10n into Jefferson City (restricted).

Ootar, and Powell.

His present idea

or

the rela tlon..

sh1ps ot the formation taken trom the geol.og1,c :map

ot Arkansas1 is g1...811 in the toll.owing section.
1.

Arkansas

Geo~ogloaJ.

Arkansas ~ 1929.

Survey,

Geo.~og1e

Map o-r

st.
Butfnlo
RiTer

Peter

......-- (unoontOrm1 ty)

Everton

~----------+---(unconrorm1ty)

Black Rook

(unconformity)
smithville

Lower

Ordovioian

qpper
Canadian

(unconformity)
POVlell

(uncon.fo:rml ty)

Cotter
(U11conform1 ty)

Jefferson C1ty
(unoontonn.1 ty)
I~ridd18

Canadian

Roub1doux

This new classifieation has been applied to
the Mieso·ur1 section by Weller and St. Clair and
by MaQ.ueen,1 in as tar as 1 t 1s represented in the

_.Queen, H. S., Insoluble residues as a gu1de
in s"tratlgraph1e stud1es; Mo. Bur. Geol.. and

Mines. Reprint or Fifty-sixth Biennial Report
(1931)

AppenUx I. J J.930 t P~. I.

state, but up

unt1~

the present time no attempt has

been made to remap the

~e:rterson

C1 ty near the crest

ot the Ozark Uplift.
Attention should be .all.ad to the tact that
the term. Jefferson 01 ty is firmly intrenched in
the 11terature 1n two senses, the or1g1nu la-

elud1ng all the beds between the Roub1doux ,and

st.

Peter in Missouri, and the present or restricted

usage. which confines the name to. approximately
the lower third of the original unit.

In general.

such practice is highly contus1n.g and shoul.d be

&T01ded by applying new names throughout, but 1n
this 1nstano. the use ot the term in the restricted
sense is so f1rmly established that 1t seems nee..
I.sary to retain 1t.

Basis of division.-

The original basis tor

...l l...

separa.t1ng the old

mat10ns is faunal..

~.f:rer80n

01 ty into three tor"

As a rule, however J

.ell.-pr.~

served fossils oeeur only in the eherts and may be

absent where most desired.

Therefore t in field prae..

t1e., other or1 terla must be used to tra.. the tor..
..tions.

Exper1en•• shows that the sandstones and

dolomites of the Tar10us units are ditr1cult te

re~

eogn1ze, 11 thologl.al~yJ though they may be separated

in certain instances.

The eharts t however, are ,he

most eharaeter1st1. feature, and Ulrich himself bas
.trongly emphasized their importance 1n drawlDg

boundaries in the field.

.8

In the vicinity

o~

Rolla.the present writer

tound that the sandstone on the road out at

JIa••don1a, pronoun.ed basal Cotter by Ulr1eh, 1s

con'nuous throUghout the area and baa 11 tho~oglc
Iharacterist1es 8uftic1ently . .natant that it haa

been used as' the basis tor dividing the Jefterson
City formation ot Lee into tru.e letterson Oity
ad Cotter.

The 11thology of res1dual.

eh~rts

and

the presen.. ot the more· erys tall1ne 481om! te in

the restricted Jefferson C1ty beds has
lOme assistanoe.

a~so

been of

In subsequent discussion of the

Itrat1graphy ot the Rolla quadrangle, the telm

Jetterson 01 ty format1on will be used in the res'"

"rs..ted

sense.

Areal

The Jefferson City

d18tr1but1on.~

formation is' present on all the higher uplands in
the northeastern part of the Rella quadrangle and

1s contined almost ent1rel.y to the area of the

aoeompanying map

A. -re.. smal.J. pa "tche. do

(Pl. I ).

...ur beyond 1 ts 11m! ts to the west and south.

Along

the eastern s1de of the quadrangle in the Maramec

river drainage area. the slopes are gentle and the
outcrops are as much as a mile wide, whereas 1n the

eentral and western portion. in the Ga.sconade river
drainage area the s1epes are steep and the outcrops are
Tery Darrow. approximately 1./4 mile' in w1dth, e:z:cept

where the formation oap. broad divides or

tlat~

topped hUls.

With one 8xeeptlon. aU lata

tor computing the th18lmess of the formation are
based on mapped contacts.

war

The section a].ong High--

66, sec. 10, T. 37 N., R.

aw.,

was actually

measured in the field and found to be 115 teet
'hick.

Inasmueh as most of the writer's time was
-,

spent in mapping the basal Cotter sandstone t the
apper contact ot the Jefferson City was traoed 1n

pea" detail and 1s probably within the limits of
one oontour 1ntervu, 20 teet.

'he lower eontact 1s

general~y

It is assl.l1l8d that

correot as mapped by

PLATE

I

I.

•
(Ar~':

llr>1 r _

C.

raul ts

@

A.realgeology map of a portion of t11e Rolla quadrangle

showing the distrioution of the Cotter formation.
{Areal map by Lee used as a base}

·teel,

but at a tew places errors ot 30 to 40 teet
Lee t Wallace t

81 t.

One partleularly worthy ot ment10n is

were noted.
on the head

1041.

or

Little Beaver Creek,

88C.

3. T. 3'1 N.,

R. 8 W. J where the contact 1s mapped abou t 40

teet too high. a oond1 t10n persisting in a greater or
leS8

degree to the northwest.

Another example 1.

east of the head ot Gourd Creek. sec.
If. 6 N., R. 8

W..

l~J

13, and

~4J

where the same contact 1s mapped

appronmately 30 teet too low.

These errors natur-

ally resul t in apparent variations of the thickness

ot the Jetterson 01 ty whleh in rea11 ty do aot ex1st.
!he III1n1Dlum thickness noted was 100

1II1Jl not oyer 140 teet.

~e.t

and the

Dl&X"

The average thiemeS8 ot

115 to· 120 teet oocurs in the vicini ty west o-t Rolla.

•..,.

84 1t thickens to the south and thins to the north..

Litholosic charaeter.--

Complete seotions of

tile letterson City- formation are ditt1eult to obtaia

h.use the s10pes usual:Ly are covered partlal1,.. or
.-pletelT by residual. s011.

The formation is 11th...

elog1eallT variable both vert1eall:y and horlzoBtal1y.

It IODtains crystalllne dolomi tea J argill.aceous 401--

om1 tea, sandstones t cherts, and smal1 amounts of

shales and siliceous 0011 tea J wi thout systemat1.

sequence t and. rarely 1s a seet10n ttound 111' one portion

ot the area that can be duplicated exactly in another
lo.alit,._

This natural1y minimizes the value ot de..

tailed measurements of sections.

For example t the

seetion recorded below .,.onta1ns no sandstones, whereas

two known sandstones are

present in a section tour

1l11es to the south. and onl.y one thin lens oeeurs
three miles north.

SUoh eondi tiona 111.ustrate the

lenticular character ot the beds.

SECTION MEASURED AT FAIR GROUND HtLL, 3/4 MIIE WESIf
OF ROLLA. ON HIGHWAY 66,.

Peet
Cotton roek, yellow t argillaceous,

th1JUy-bedded, dolom1t18
2

Breoe1ated chert alternating with

siliceous
1

15

oo~lte

3

sandstone, tlne...grained,

triab~.t

white

2

Total..

20

Zetterson 01 ty:

a,

Shale, thinly-.bedded, bluish-

green
16

1

Cotton rock, ye110w t arg11.la-

4

.eous
15

Covered

8&

Cotton rock, ye110w t argl11.a...

eeous t with chert
•

14

nodu~.s

Cotton rook, light gray to but:r •

.-aSiT.
•

2

4

Co-t't<m rock t yellow t arg1lla-

eeous ~ thinly..bedded and inter-bed4ed trith chert

5

~--------------------

...16-

81

Cotton rook, light gray to buf:t,
IIIlsslye

20

3

Cot"ton rook. light 1'8110W' to

butr t th1nJ.y-bedded
19

Cotton rock, light gray to butf,

massive
18

3

Cot-ton rock, 7811011' t thiDl.y-

bedded

5

1'1

Covered

5

16

Dolondte J

yel~oVl J

arg11laeeous t

pitted
15

5

Dolomite t gray to, ye11.0. w1 th

tossiliferous chert lenses and

nodule.
14

6

Cotton rock, interbedded w1 th
whi ~e porcelaneous cher"t

D

Cotton rook, 1nterbedded wi th
blue .ha1e

12

Dolom1te, erystalllne, gray to

burr
U

2

3

Covered, red res1dual s011 with

ee11ular fossiliferous cherts
10

Dolomi te t gray to yellow, argU...

laeeous J pit ted

2

Do~om.1 te,

graY' to yel1ow, arg11..

laeeous. pitted
8

2

Dolomite J gray, arenaeeous J

massive
,

1

Dolomite t cry. talllne J gr&T, massiV8 •
with quartz dru.ses and seams

ot white
12

.&lotte
Dolomite. gray t arenaceous. con..
ta1n1ng chert lenses and quartz
p~s

5

Dolom1te, gray to ye110w t crystal.--

line. interbedded with chert and

eotton rock
,

5

Dolom1te J crystalline t yellow t

interbedded with cotton rock

2

I

Chert t White, 0011 tie

1

I

Dolom1te J '18110w t arenaoeous t
interbedded with

1

b~u1sh

aha1-.

3

Covered

6

Total.

115

The Jefferson City formation

Dolomites.-

eonslsts essentially of dolomites.

m

These are of

t:JP88; the crystal11ne or "pitted dolomi te It

and the 11ght..eolored t t1.ne..gra1ned J dense. earthy.

argillaceous variety eal1ed "cotton rock".

On

this basis the formation has been divided into the

-Pitted do1om1te ft and the ·Cotton rock" memb,ers, the
tonr.er predominantly pi toted dolomi te J yet containing
some cotton rook, and the latter com.posed

of cotton rock.
80

ent1re~T

The ·pitted dolomite" member 1s

called because the weathered surtace 1s rough and.

p1tted.

It has a th1ekness ot 70 to 80 teet and

1s confined to the base
ual color

or

or

the forma t1on.

fresh 8urtace 1s

yel~o"

The us..

to gray, but

this becomes a darker gray on weathering.

The rock

,disintegrates quite rapidly and, on exposure. belomes roughened and finally breaks down into res..

14ual cherts and

This 1s most pronounced in

so1~.

the arenaceous types.

The average rate ot weathering

1& s10wer than that ot the overlying ·cotten reek"
and more rapid than the quarry ledge, a bed wi th1n
the member wh1.eh is more

s1l1ca eon,tent.

do~om1 tlze4

and has a high

The most prominent bed of the pitted

the -Quarry Ledge".

do~omite

18

It occurs as a ledge 5 to 12

:teet thiek whioh sp11 ts into slabs 8 to 14 inches

It 1s more dolomi tlzed and has a higher

th1ek.

s1l1ca qontent than the other beds and stands out
because ot the greater resistance to weathering.
The tresh fracture surface is smooth and mottled
yel~ow

and

end gray, but the weathered surface 1s rough

usual~y

dull. gray.

Roughening 1s due to d1tter-

ent1al mechanioal weathering, which 1'emoves the gra...
nular quartz and argillaceous material ot the ye110w

splotohes, leaVing pits which give the surface a
worm..eaten appearanee.

Th1s ledge is

eas1~y

ic1anti..

tied and 1s present throughout the area mapped.

The "cotton rock" member ot the formation,
lying above the more crystalllne dolomites, 1s 35

to 45

~eet

thick.

It differs from them in being

thinner bedded, more argillaceous, aad eharacterlst1eal.ly more 11mon1tic.

have a thiekness

o~

Ind1vidual ledges or beds

1 to 2 teet.

They are light

ye110w to buff in color but beeome increasingly

lighter yelLow as the rock disintegrates.

On weather-

ing the thick slabs break into thin plates which
11 t ter the
by

s~opes.

It 1s the residual soU developed

the weathering ot this member that 1s considered

the blest agr1 cultural land in the quadrangle.

The Jefferson City cherts oceur in

Cherts.~

beds and as nodules.

bl.u1 sh whi te to a

The col-ors vary trom light

porce~aneo us

wh1 te.

The former

are oharacteristic of the dense very tine grained
untoss11iterous type occuring near the base of the
The latter are character1stic ot the

formation.

cellular 1:oss111terous var1ety, which occurs about
f1 ve to ten :teet above the quarry l.edge.

and

~enses

ing

~oss11s,

Thin beds

Nodul.es

of bluish white chert, sometimes carry-

or

are found in the cotton rock member.

dul1 white chert are found at some

lo~

cal1t1es in this horizon, but they are lenticular

and usuaJ.1y pinch out within a short distance.
decided lack

or

The

banding and the sma11er quanti ty of chert

in this :rormat1on as compared to the overl.y1ng Cot..

ter 18 a means o:r distinguishing the two fo:rmat1ons.
Oolites...

The only important bed ot

s1ll~

ceous oolite in the Jetrerson City occurs near the
base

or

the formation.

being found only

horizon.

It is quite

~ocal1y"

~ent1cul.ar,

though probably at a

constant

It consists of white siliceous oolites

about one millimeter in diameter firmly cemented by
a hard, dense, bluish white cherty matrix.
8andstones.City are

al~

The sandstones ot the Jerterson

relat1vely thin and lenticular, va171Dg

in thickness from one inch to several feet.

These

thin horizons are normally found as float aloDg
the hill sides and are usua11y ot a redcl1sh brown

color, the coloring being due to iron oxide J uthough

1n some instances the original. gray to white
1s retained on the outcrop.

The best exposures are

south of Ro11a in sec. 13, T. 36 N•• R. 8 W.
west

or

Ro1.la in sec. 27, T. 38

X.,

lens o·ccurs h1gh in the section.

the

s~e

co~or

North..

R. 8 W•• a thin

This lens has

characteristics as those mentioned above.

West of Rolia in Coleman cut a sandstone one to

two

~eet

thick has been noted within a few teet of

the top ot the Jefferson 01 ty formation.

East ot

Rolla in the Meramec Springs quadrangle a sandstone

ten inohes to two :reet in thickness has been noted
a

~ew

teet above the pitted

det~erson

City sandstones are

than those in
cemented.

do~om1te

tm overlying

al~

member.

These

coarser grained

Cot~er

and are 1.008e1,-

The high poros1 ty favors good oirculAtion,

but the sandstones are too thin and lenticular to be

cons1dered water horizons.
Shales...

The green1sh-bJ.ue to greenish-gray

sha1es totmd in the Jet:terson 01 ty are Dot consp1c..

They are most abundant near the base ot the

uous.

fo~t1on,

thick.

where they occur as lenses 1 to 2 inches

Higher in the cotton rock member. very thin

flakes or shale are interspersed in the p1aty

mites.

dolo~

They· are more erratic and J.oeal in their d1stri..

but10n than the thick bed ot shale Which is found
d1reet1y below the basal Cotter sandstone.

man cut this member ot the

~e:r:rerson

In Cole..

City has a

thickness ot 4 to lB inchea.

Stratigraphic relations.-Jet~erson

The RoubldoU% ..

C1ty contact 1s the most difficult to

draw. of 811 those occur1ng wi thin the Rolla quad..
rangle.

There 1s no field evidence to prove that an

unconformity exists between these formations.
the

con~act

are thin lenses ot chert conglomerate.

These are present in the upper part
dOllX

Near

or

the Roubl..

as _e11 as in the lower portion ot the Jet:rer-

son 01 ty and therefore cannot be used as cr1 ter1a.

It a break occurs, 1 t 1 B

physica1~y

The relationship of the

very: obscure.

~e1':rerson

City to

the overlying Cotter 1s more evident than the

t1onsh1p at the base ot the tOrlDation.

re~a...

A def1n1te

unconf'orm.1 ty exists between these two wi thin the
area ot the Rolla quadrangle as evidenced by the

presence of a basal conglomerate in the overlying
sandstone, the thickening and thinning

0

f the

shale or reworked resi.dual. s01l beneath the Cot..
tar J and numerous mud cracks and ripple marks.
This 1s in agreement wi th the tact that an unco,n..

torm1ty bas been reoognized between these formations
in northern Arkansas.

1.

According to Ulrich1 , the un-

Ulrich, E. 0., Revision of the Paleozoio
tems;
~911.~

Bul1. Geo1. soo. America,

vo~.

Sys~

22,

p. 553.

contolmity present between. these two tormat1ons is due
to progressive overlap ot the Cotter upon the

;r.:r-r...

erson 01 ty as the area was invaded by the Cotter
sea after 1 ts total emergence at the c10 Be of Jett...

erson 01 ty time.

Th~

on the

surface ot the

pre~Cotter

ab,senoe of evidences
~et'ferson

probably due to the low-lying cond1 t10n

or

ot erosion
C1 ty 1s
the land

mass at that time.
Paleontolosz.-Jefferson. City,

Fossils are few in the

espec1al~y

considered as a whole.

when the formation 1s

However t the wr1 ter has

round that at the eelluJ.ar chert ho·r1zon about

6 to 7

~eet

above the quarry ledge. fossils can

general!.y be :round in any po·rt1on or the area.
This horizon was mentioned by Leel in his work

1.

Lee I Wallace, Geology or the Ro1la Q,uadrangle;
Mo. Bur. of Geol. and Mines, vol.. XII, 2nd ser.

on. the Rolla
by

quad~gle

and has been colLected from

students in the Departmen t ot Geology, a oollec..

t10n having been made years ago from the Merameo
Springs quadrangle to the east

0

f Rolla.

Favor'"

able loca.l.1 ties tor co,llect1ng are on the head of
L1tt~e

Beaver Creek, s,ec. 3, T. 37 N., R. 8 W.;

on Highway 63, sec. 26, T. 37 N., R. 8 W.; and at

Pilot Knob on Highway 63, sec. 27, T. 36 N•• R. 8 W.
Collections have been made, containing cephalap;ods J

trilobites of the Bathyuroid type and a few

spec1~

mens ot a large annulated sponge of or allied to the

genus Calath1um.

The trilobites have been tenta--

t1vely identified by the use of unpUblished plates

ot Ulrich2 , and
2.

they were found to be the same as

U1r1eh, E. 0., TJnpub11shed plates

or

the Mo.

Bur. of Gaol. and l.l1nes •

those Which Ulrich has

cal~ed

of the Jet:ferson City fauna.

characteristic forms
It 1s proposed to

describe and figure these in a later pap:er.

W

and Correlation....

area ot the

Jet~erson

In the past the

City sea was considered to

have been qUite small, but recent work by mrich

and Bridgel in eastern Tennessee has brought to

1.

Bridge, Josiah, Personal connn.un1cat1on.

light a thickness of strata of

post~N1t~y age

which is presumab1y equivalent to the detferson
01 ty

or Missour1.

According to Ulrich' s recent

op1n1on, the Jef:rerson 01 ty

or

Missouri has equ1...

valents in Arkansas, Tennessee, and in the Axe...
The age
man limestone or central Pennsylvan1a2 •
Ulrich. E. O.

Personal communication.

of the formation according to Ulrich is lower Can&.'"
dian. which 1s equivalent to the upper part 0'1: the

lower Beekmantown of the New York section.
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aOTTER FORMATION
Name ....

Cotter is the name which Ulrich

has applied to those strata exposed at Cotter,
Baxter County, Arkansas.

The formation constitutes the lower part ot the Yellvills l • an

1..

Ulrich, E. 0.) U. S. Gaol. Survey.

Prof.

Paper 24; ~904. p. 26.
Arkansas formation named by
by him

t~

U~r1c,h

but later found

embrace a significant unconformity and

therefore being equivalent to two formations, the
Cotter and the Powell..

UJ.rioh has not published

descriptions of these forma tions h1mseU t but

Purdue and Miser have defined the un1 ts in north--

western Arkansas2 •

2.

Purdue and Miser, U. S. Geol. Survey,

Geo~.

Atlas Eureka Springs - Harrison folio (No.
202), 191.6.

When Lee3 mapped the Rolla quadrangle the

Lee J Wal:tace T. J Geology ot the Rolla quadrangle j
Mo. Bur. Geol. and

1913.

1~1nes,

vol. XII. 2nd ser.,

..27-

Cotter had not been recognized as a distinct

tOl'ma--

t10n and he included it in the Jefferson City in
acaord with field praotice at that time.

The object

ot the present investigation was to make the division and to map the Cotter as a distinct strat1gra...
ph1c unit, separated from the Jefferson City by an
unconformity at the base ot a
Areal distribution.--

wel~

marked sandstone.

The Cotter is the

face formation over much of the area mapped.

caps many or the higher

hil~

sur~

It

tops in the northeast

portion ot the quadrangle t and 1 ts outcrop 1s nearly
as broad

8.S

the area which it covers, being limited

only by local patches of Devonian and Oarboniferous

sediments.

(Pl. I).

Thickness....

In some loeal1t1es the Cotter

was entirely removed before the depo·s1t1on of the
over1y1ng Carboniferous formations.

Its thickness,

therefore, varies from zero to a maximum
130 teet.

or

125 to

The greatest thickness occurs in sec.

3. T. 37 N •• R. 8 W., where the base 1s well de..

fined and exposed, but the top...most 30 teet is COT"
ered and is included

in the section because ot

re~

sidual cherts.
L1tho,log1c character...
c1pal1y "cotton rock'" J or

The Cotter 1s pr1n..

arg11~aceous

dolomite J

interbedded with shales, siliceous oolites, and

sional sandstones.

occa~

As in the Jefferson City formation,

there is no co·ntlnu1 ty ot these 11tholog1c types trom

one section to another.

This, together With the

gen~

eral make-up of the format1on 1s shown in the tollo..~
1ng sect10,ns.

COTTER SECTION TAKEN ON THE HEAD OF LITTLE BEAVER
CREEK, NE. CORNER SW. ~/4 SE. 1/4 SEC.

3, T. 37 N., R. 8 W.
13.

Feet

Covered, residual s011 containing

Cotter chert

30

12,.

Cotton rock.

1I..

Cotton rOOk, th1nly..bedded, argillaceous,

yel~ow,

argill.aceous

with heavy concentration ot chert

20

nod~

ules
1.0.

12

Cotton rOCk, massive, argill.aceous.

containing tossil casts
9.

3

Cotton rook. argillaceous, containing

a great amount ot blue and white banded
~rt

8.

5

Cotton rOCk, arg111aceous, thinly...bedded,

oontaining chert nodul.es
7.

Cotton rock, massive,

ye~lowt

10
arg11l.a--

ceous

10

crotton rock, th1nly..bedded, yellow,
arg111aceous

1.0

5.

Cotton rock, massive. yel1ow, with

chert nodules
4.

5

Cot-ton rock, ye11ow, with conglomeratic

lenses
3.

6

Dolomi te. yellow t argillaceous J wi th
green specks and 1'0:-8811 molds J base
cong~omerat1c.

Includes a thin blue

shale bed

2.

].

Cotton rook, ye110w

arg1~1aeeou8,

1nter~

bedded with chert
1.

13

sandstone t thin, cherty

].

Tota1

126

COTTER SECTION IN COLEMAN CUT ON RAILROAD. SEC. 11,

T. 37 N., R. 8 W. J 1/2 MII.J£ WEST OF ROLLA..

Feet
8.

Cotton rock, yellow. argillaceous,

thinly-bedded
7.

Cotton roek.

ye~l.ow

10
to gra.y. arenaceous,

with nodules ot oo11t1e ohert
6.

2

Cotton rOCk, ye110w to wh1 te t very thin...
1y interbedded wi th thinner beds of blUish..

gray shale. yellow to white sandstone,
and whi te and blue banded chert lenses

5.

Cotton rock, gray to
~d~d

yel~ow,

medium
5

4.

Breccia conta1n1ng pebbl.es ot dolomi te and

angular fragments ot wh1te to gray porce..
laneous chert cemented by a yellow crysttU..

line dolomite, somewhat

oo~1t1ct

aren...

aceous, and fossiliterous
3.

aotton rock, ye110w to gray t thinly-bed..

bed, interbedded with numerous
gray

blu1sh~

shale lenses and oocasional thin

yellow1sh...brown sandstone lenses
2.

5

Dolomitic limestone, yellow to butf,
11ght gray to wh1 te on tresh fracture.
mass1ve at base, more thinly..bedded and

siliceous towards the top

1.

12

Sandstone, White, triable, carrying
thin flakes ot b1u1sh-.gray shale

Tota1
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Jetferson City;
6.

Sbale t bluish-green to blu1sh--gray J

oontaining numerous blue and wh1te banded
ohert nodule s near the top

5.

1

Do:Lom1t1c limestone, light gray to white

on fresh fracture, even f1ne...gra1ned.
spalllng

orr

in plates at right angles

to the bedding

4.

2

Cotton rock, yel10w to gray,· thinly...
bedded

2t

Oo11te, gray to white. siliceous.

3.

1nter~

11

fingered with thin lenses ot cotton rock
2.

Cotton roek, gray. medium-bedded, carrying numerous pyr1 te crystals

1.

2

sandstone, gray to wh1 te t brownish on
weathered surtaoe, rr1able, grades into dolomite above

4

13

Total
Dolom1tes.~

The chief constituent of the

Cotter formation in this area 18 cotton rock.

It

1s a soft, fine...gra1ned, earthy but:r to ye110w
arg11laceousdo1om1 te J which in the unweathered

state i s qui te mass1ve.

On weather1ng i t becomes

light gray and breaks down into very thin

lamel~ae.

An ocaas1onal very thin lens ot arenaceous cotton
rock occurs, but it 1s by no means abundant.
About 10 to 15 reet above the basal sandstone

in the 1oca11 ties ot samples XI, 'X.'l, XVII, XXVI,

(see Pl. I) 1s a particularly conspicuous brown

cry~

stall1ne dolomite. slightlyarg111aceous and very low
in si11ca.

It is dotted with specks

with a lighter yellow material.

or

or

green, and

It contains the remains

numerous tossil ca.sts which are too poorly preserved

-32..

to be identified.

Because

or

its constancy, this

bed has been used as a horizon marker in places
where the basal sandstone 1s so thin as to be

1n~

The upper part ot the tormat1on 1s

conspicuous.

composed ot highly arg11.laceoUB,

yel~ow

to butt

dolom1 tea ot variable thickness but so high in the

formation that they are present only in the area of

maximum. thickness (sec. 3·, T. 38 N. t R. 8 W.).
Cherts.--

The Cotter chert is tar more abun--

dant and variable than that of the tTetferson City.

The blue and White banded variety which occurs
sparingly in the lower formation is here predom--

1nant over al.1 others.
from the breaking 'down

It may be der1ved in part

or

the numerous Cry:pto'zoon

ledges which are mown to be present in the upper

part ot the formation, but its chief' occurrence 1s
in numerous nodules which are
throughout.

prom1scuous~y

scattered

Fragments ot dul1 whl te chert and of

brown and wh1te banded chert are numerous in the resl...
dual s01l.

The former occurs also as lenses in the

cotton rock, but the :Latter 1s present onl.y in the

residual soil produced by the complete weathering
the higher por't1ons ot the formation.

o~

Cotter cherts

d1:rrer from those of the Jetferso,n 01 ty in being

more commonl.y banded, darker and le as porce1aneous.

r
I

•
The aand_tone outcrop at Macedonia, which Ulrich cal~ed the basal Cotter _and_tone
tor this area.

I~

.........

t-f

•

Oolites."

The s1J.1eeou8 oolites

or

the

Cotter occur throughout the formation in beds and
nodules.

A massive bed is generally found d1J;ec-

tly above the basal sandstone in the vicini ty ot

The 0011 tea themselves are usually whi te

Rolla.

and are held together by a bluish white, dense,
hard t siliceous matrix.

Another distinct bed o:r

siliceous 0011 w has been noted in the upp,.r portion

ot the forma t1on,

and is

generall.y totmd as residual

boulders in whioh the individual spherules are white
and the matrix is stained red to dark brown by weathering.

Oolitic nodules occur promiscuously through"

out the formation and are
bedded type.

11tholog1eal~y

similar to the

The abundance ot si11ceous 0011 te in the

Cotter formation, as contrasted to the one thin bed
occur1ng in the base ot the Jet:ferson City, serves as
a valuable guide in 1dent1tying the formation.
Basal. Cotter sandstone.--

ber

or

the Cotter formation

The basal mem--

usual~y

consists

o~

severa1 thin beds of very f1ne--gra1n-ed t white. triable
sandstone, having an average total. thickness of one

to three teet, (P1. III ) t but from this average

thickness notable deviations occur.

The th1eknesB

in sec. 24, T. 38 N. t R. 8 W., 1s twelve teet, and

only four inches in seo. 3, T. 3? N., R. 8 W.

A

single thiok bed replaces the thin ones in tba local1 ties

IX~

XV, and XXVII.

The base of the sandstone

contains angular to subrounded fragments ot wh1 te
porce11aneous chert and rounded dolomi te pebbles

which are quite characteristic of the Jefferson
City formation.
Weathered surfaces are gray or brown in color.

and a concentration

or

green iron si11cate otten

occurs in a thin layer just beneath the exterior.
Where the sandstone torms the present erosion surface J
1t occurs as angular brownish blocks some o-r which
may be quite mass1'Y8.

The s11.1c1f'1cation

ot special importance.

or

the sandstone 1s a matter

In those 1ocallt1es where it

has undergone little or no secondary cementat1on. the

sand grains are

100881,.

held together by small quan--

tities of silica, calcite, or siderite.

Where secon-

dary silicification is very pronounced, particularly
1n the upper portion of the sandstone.
been changed to a quartzite.

t~.

rock has

The seoondary silica

1s ot two types. that which is crystalline, g].assy

and quartz1t1c, and that wh1ch 1s cryptocrystalline.
dense and cherty.

The tome r has brought about the

enlargement and 1ntergrowth

o~

sand grains t firmly

-35-

cementing them together.

The latter has produced

chert lenses and nodules in the sandstone.

A complete

gradation may be observed :trom sand grains to the
chert.

This chert is not to be contused with the

breccia at the base of the sandstone which is por..
cellaneous and probably represents residual chert ot
the Jefferson City tormation which was incorporated
in the basal sandstone at the-- time

Other sandstones.-

ot 1 ts

depos1 tion.

Other sandstones occur

w1th~

in the upper port1on ot the formation in the area

ot the greatest thiem-ess

(P~.

These are trom

I ).

1 to 18 inches thiok and the megascopic character1stics seem to be the same as those of the noncong1o-m.erat1c phase of the basal sandstone.

An insuf'ficient

number ot exposures exist in the region to permit anT

general conclusion to be drawn.
Shales.-

'!'he shales of the Cotter t though

somewhat similar to those of the Jefferson City.

are more abundant.

They are light

b~u1sh

green1sh...gray. and usuaU.y thinly bedded.

to 1.1ght
General:Ly

they are found as very thin p:Lates 1nterlayered wi th

thinly-bedded cotton rock and sandstone.

In the area

ot Coleman cut on the railroad 1/2 mile west
station, the lower portion ot the
.exposed.

to~t1on

o~ Rolla

is _el1

Here the th1nJ.y-bedded dolom1 te 1s inter-

-36-

bedded with thin lamellAe ot blu1sh...gray sha..le.

This manner
the Cotter.

or

occurrence 1s characteristic ot

Contrasted with this 1s the thick bed

of shale at the top of the

Jet~erson

City found

in this locality and the very thin tlakes which

ocour in the co,tton rock member ot the tOlmat1on

in other localities.
Stratigraphic relat1ons.-

The Cotter for--

mat10n 1s unconformable upon the underlying Jetrer-

son City.

Although physical evidence or this

re~a-

t1onsh1p 1s usua11y not observed in a single ex--

posure, the great variations in the thickness

or

the basal sandstone, the presence ot conglomerates
at the bottom or this sandstone, and the patchy

distribution ot the shale beneath the sandstone
where the oonglomerate 1s ab.sent J have been taken
as evidence that an uncontormi ty doe s exist.

The

scarcity of physical evidence of this break may be
due to the low lying condition of the

pre~Cotter

land mass, as a1ready mentioned in the discuss10n

of the Jefferson City.

In the

norma~

sequence, the Cotter dolomite

would be overlain by the Powell. but no evidence

of the presence ot this formation has been found.
If it was deposited in this area, it has since been

removed, tor Devonian and Carboniferous formations
rest directly upon the Cot"ter.
Pa.l.eontologz.-

During the spring of 1922,

at the time Bridge and Char18s1 discovered the
1.

Bridge J dos1ah, and Charles. B.

on18,n outlier near
uplift j

tm

Jour. Geol. J

September, 1922, pp.
Devonian

out~1er

in the

E.,

A Dev..

erest ot the Ozark
VO~.

XXX. No.6, August-

450~58.

Ro~1a

quadrangle t they

noted that a foss1l zone was general1y to be

~ound

at a constant horizon in what was then called
~etrerson

95

~eet

01 ty.

This zone 1 s now mown to occur

above the basal Cotter sandstone.

The

fossils are present in res1dual bouJ.ders ot oolitic

chert.

The horizon 1s so high in the

fo~tlon

that 1 t 1s :f'ound in place only where the greatest
thlclmess of Cotter is present. see. 3, T. 37 N.,
R. 8 VI.

The fauna is distinctly mo11uscan) be1ng

composed

ot

high and low..sp1red gastropods end

numerous cepha1apods.

The outstanding tossil 1s

Hormotoma grac11ens.
About 10 to 15 feet above the

basa~

sandstone

a brown crystal1.1ne dolom1te eonta1ns imprints of
tossi~s

too

poor~y

preserved to be

1dent1~1ed.

--38...

In the cotton rock of the upper portion ot the tormation, specimens ot Cryptozoon minnesotense are
abundant both as ledges and as individuals.
The Cot\er ot the Rola quad--

Oorrelation.~gle

1s correlated with a portion ot the section

at Cotter, Arkansas.

The exaot portion to whioh 1 t

1s eqUivalent has not been established up to the
present time, but a hasty study oot the :fauna aug..
gests that 1 t 1s equa1 to- the upper part of the 10wer

Cotter and the midd1e Cotter

1.

or

the type section1 •

Bridge t Josiah. Personal comrrnm1cat1on.

Ulrich has found that the Cotter formation

or

Arkansas

and Missouri 1s represented in portions of the Knox
do.lomite in pa.rts of the southern Appalachian area2 •

2.

Ulrich, E.

o.

Personal. communication to, Josi.ah

Bridge.

In Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota, the Cotter corresponds to the lower portion of the Shakopee3 •
3.

Ulrich, E. O.

Bridge.

Personal communication to Jo-s1ah

PETROGRAPHY OF THE SANDSTONES.

SAMPLING

Representative samples ot the sandstones

or

the

Jefferson City and Cotter formations were obtained by
methods best adapted to the type ot outcrop 1n which

they are exposed.

Where the sandstone occurs as a

series o't beds in the side of a road cut, as at 1oc...
a11t1es III and VI, channel samples were taken.

the sandstone 1s exposed only
h11~s1de,

part1ally~

grab samples were taken.

Where

as on a grassy

In all. ca.ses an

attempt was made to obtain truly representat1 va material.

Each exposure was cut- back until tresh.

sandstone was enoountered.

The: size of the samp,le taken

:trom any layer, lens, or boulder was roughly
to the width

or

tr1ab~e

that member in the outcrop.

prop~ortl-o~

Each t'1s1d

sample weighed about 500 grams and usual1y consisted
1umps rather than of pulverized material.

or

In this way

possible loss o,t the finer particles by leakage through
the sample sacks was minimized.

Location o-t samples.--

or

The location

S8mp'le haa been recorded on the map (Pl. I)

more detailed record is included here.

J

each

and a
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8ampl.e

I.

SW. 1/2 NE. 1/4 BE. 1/4 see. 20. T. 38 N. t R. 8 W.
Rolla quadrangle.
In road ditch on the east side of Highway 05.
Elevation 1020 feet.
Sampl.e II.

NW. 1/2 NE. 1/4 sec. 23, T. 37 N., R. 8 W.
Rolla quadrangle.
In road d1 tch east side of Highway 63, 100 yards

south ot side road to the west.
Elevation 1100

~eet.

sample III.

NE. 1/2 BE. 1/2 sec.

~t

T. 38 N., R. 8 W.

Ro11a quadrangle.
West side of Highway 63 in cut ot slightly to1ded sand-

stone southeast ot grave yard.
Elevation 970 teet.
Sample V.

SW. 1/4 NW. 1/4 sec. 2, T. 37 N., R. 8 W.
Rol1a quadrangle.
In north and south val. ~ey 150

~eet

west ot road.

Elevation 1040 feet.
Sample VI.

N. 1/2 NE. 1/4 sec. 14, T. 38 N., R. 8 W.
Vienna quadrangle.

At the point where H1g1lway 63 crosses the crest of
:Macedo'nla Hill.-.

Elevation 980 feet.

saniple VII,

8.,

b. and c.

D. corner NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 sec. 14, T. 38 N•• R. 8 W.

Vienna quadrangle.
West road bank on Highway 63 in sinkhole.

Sample a taken from lowest sandstone exposed on south
side.

Sample b taken. trom lowest sandstone exposed on north
side.

sample c. taken from middle sandstone.
Elevation 980 feet.
sample VIII.
BE. corner SW. 1/4 SW. 1./4 sec. 26., T. 38 N., R. 8 W.

Rolla. quadrangle.
Sandstone in gul1y to the south of the road t near

fence crossing.
Elevation 1020 feet.
sample IX.

SEe corner NW. 1/4 sec. 27, T. 38 N•• R. 8 W.
Ro1la 'quadrangle.
Sandstone 20 teet above road fork on abando·ned road

turning toward the west.
Eleva t10n 1030 tee:t.

Sample X.

SW. corner NE. 1./4 SE. 1/4 sec. 28, T. 38 N•• R. 8 W.
Rolla quadrangle.
Sandstone in roadside ditches outcropping on crest

or

first ben.eh south

or

the saddle on the road.

Elevation 1020 feet.
Sample XI.

NW. 1/4 NE. 1/4 sec. 32, T•. 38 N., R. 8 W.
Rol.l.a quadrangle.
In the gully to; the west t 40 teet below the saddle

over wh1ch the road passes.

Fifteen feet bel.ow

the fossiliferous dolomite 1edge.
Elevation 1060 feet.
Sample XII.

SW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 seo. 31, T. 38 N., R. 8 W.
Rolla quadrangle.
The massive sandstone outcropping at road fork.
Elevation 1070 teet.
sample XIII.

NW. corner NE. 1/4 NW. 1/4 sec. 29, T. 38 N•• R. 7 W.
Meramec Springs quadrangle.
Sandstone in road located on section line.
Colle cted by c. L. Dake.

Elevation 1120 teet.

-43...

Sample

nv.

~tE. 1/4 D. 1/4

sec. 27, T. 36 N. t R. 8 W.

Rol1a quadrangle.
Sandstone boulders from the south slope

or

the high...

est portion of Pilot Knob.
Elevation 1230 teet.
Sample XV.

SW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 sec. 24, T. 38 N., R. 8 W.

Ro11a quadrangle.
Twelve-root massive sandstone ledge 5

~eet

be10w

fossiliferous argillaceous dolomite ledge at the
he~d

or

deep ravine.

Collected by T. D. Murphy.

Elevation 1030 teet.
Sample XVI.
NE. 1/4 SE. 1/4 sec. 27, 'I'. 3'1 N. t R. 8

w.

Ro11a quadrangle.
Residual sandstone boulders near road on west side
of small. knob.

Elevation 1100 feet.
Sample XVII.

sw.

1/4 SW. 1/4 see. 24, T. 37 N. t R. 8 W.

Rolla quadrangle.
Sandstone outeropping in creek bed 5 teet bel.ow

argill.aceous fossiliferous

do~omite

horizon.

Elevat10n 1120 feet.
Sample XVIII.
NW. 1/4 sec. 30, T. 36 N., R. 7 W.
Maramec Springs quadrangle.

At bench mark

~170.

Road corner above house.

Elevation 1170 teet.
sample XIX.
~m.

1/4 SE. 1/4 sec. 12, T. 37 N., R. 8 W.

Rolla quadrangle.
Sandstone on south side

or

road at the head

or

f1rst

au!vert west of Lecoma road.

Elevation 1130 teet.
Sample XX.

SE. 1/4 SW. 1/4 sec. 21, T. 37 N., R. 7

w.

Meramec Springs quadrangle.
Sandstone at the. top

or

the hill on south side of

road.

Elevation 1100 feet.
sample :In.

SE. corner NE. 1/4 ·NE. 1/4 SE. 1/4 sec. 36, T. 37 N.,
R. 8 W.

Roll.a qua.drangle.

Sandstone in ditch on west side ot the Lecoma road

1/8 mile south of cross roads.
Elevation 1120 feet.

sample XXII.

sw.

~/4

NE. 1/4 sec. 12, T. 36 N•• R. 8 W.

Rol1a quadrangle.

Massive sandstone beds on val1ey f1oor.
Elevation 1090

~eet.

Sample XXIII.

SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 sec. 12, T. 36 N., R. 8 W.
Rol1a quadrangle.
Thin sandstone ledge on east s10pe ot va11ey above
sample XXII.
Elevation 1130 teet.
sample XXIv a and b.

NW. eorner NW. 1/4 NE. 1/4 sec. 13, T. 36 N. t R. 8 W.
Rolla quadrangle.

(a) Sandstone in head of deep ravine which trends

north and south.

The lowest sandstone ledge above

last forks ot the va11ey.
{b} Thinner sandstone ledge 10 teet above sample XXIV a.
Elevation 1130 feet.
Sample

sw.

x:x.v.

1/4SE. 1/4 sec. 12, T. 36 N., R. 8 W.

Rol1a quadrangle.
Sandstone boulders at the top of hill above samples XXIV
a and b.

Elevation 1140 teet.

Sample XXVI.
SW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 sec. 3, T. 37 N.,. R. 8 W.

Rolla quadrangle.
Thin sandstone ledge just above the junction ot the
two principal ravines.

Five teet below foss1li-

ferous argillaceous dolomite bed.
Elevation 1060 teet.
sample XXVII.

NW. 1/4 SEe 1/4 sec. 10, T. 37 N•• R. 8 W.
Rolla quadrangle.
Mass·1 va sandstone bed on south side

of the fairgrounds on Highway.

in the measured section (p.

or

road cut west

Member]. of the Cot ter

15).

Elevation 1100 rest.
SRmple XXVIII (a,

b~.

b 2 , e)

SE. 1/4 0. 1/4 SEe 1/4 sec.

~O,

T. 3'1 N., R. 8 W.

RoJ.1a quadrangle.
(a) The lowest ledge on the south side at the west
end of cut.

Member 1 in Jetf'erson 01 ty section (p,.

31).

Elevation 1080 teet.
(b1) Sandstone ledge at the west end of "Coleman's
Cut- on railroad.

North side of traok.

of three exposed.

Member 1 in Cotter section (p. 29).

Middle ledge

EJa vat10n 1090 :teet.

(b2 ) The same ledge north toward the center ot the

cut.

Member 1 in Cotter section (p.

29].

Elevation

~090

feet.

(e) Highest sandstone north side of cut.
in section

(p.

Member 6

29)_

Elevation 1110 reet.
PREPARATION OF SAMPLES FOR ANALYSIS.

Before the

s~ples

could be subjected to the

procedure ot sedimentary analysis they had to be

integrated.

usua~

d18~

Each sample was spread upon a spec1al.1.y

designed hard maple board and crushed wi th a hard
The crushing was continued

maple block.

unt1~

bin...

ocular examination showed that disaggregation was
praot1cal1y complete.

The sample was thoroughly

dried by heating, reduced to 200 grams by coning and

quartering, and placed in a tin container to await
sieVing.

The practice adopted here was well. suited

to the type

o~

triable sandstone being analyzed.

Very few grains were broken, which is not the case
when a mortar and pestle are used.

Binocular

con~

trol rendered the process efficient J the b'reaking down

process being continued until no aggregates were

ob~

talned.
TEXTURAL ANALYSI S.

Method.-

The texture of each sandstone was

determined by sieving 200 gram samples through 8
inoh Tyler Standard

do~ble

crimped screens.

screens used are those which most closely

to the grade scale adopted

by

The

confo~

wentworth1 , the

Wentworth, C. K. t A scale ot grade and class

terms 'for clast! c sedlmen ts j ;Tour. Geol. t

vol. XXX, 1922, p. 382.
size of the openings in the screens being nearly
1, 1/2~ 1/4, 1/8, and 1/15 millimeters.

Sieving

was done on a Ro-Tap shaker. sample .being sieved
for 16 minutes t the optim.um time round to be necessary

for complete separat1on. as determined by experiment.

Results.--

The sand remaining on each screen

was weighed and placed in a sample can.

The resuJ.ts

were tabulated and the inevitable loss on sieving
was distributed proportionally among the various
grades.

The per cent of sand in each grade, deter-

mined on the basis ot the corrected weight, 1s given
in Table I.
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Discussion of results.--

The resul ts ot the

sieve analyses as presented in Fig. 1 permit the
fo11ow1ng general conclusions to be drawn:

1.

Both the Jefferson City and the basal
Cotter sandstones are fairly we11 sorted.
Approximately 85 per cent ot the sand consists
of two grades t the 1/2 to 1/4 mm., and the

1/4 to 1/8 mm.

The degree of sorting is also

shown by the fact that the average grain s12te
. is nearly the same regardless ot the method ot

computation.

The ar1 thmetlc mean and the

median lie within the modal class, the class
which contains the greatest percentage ot
grains.

(Table II).
'Tclble .11.

This compares favorably with the degree ot

sorting observed in modern beach sandsl •
~.

Twenhotel, W. H. J Treati sa on sed1men..

tat1on. p. 166, Baltimore, Md.,

W11~

1ams and Wilkins Co., 1926.

and is in agreement with the field evidence
whioh already has been presented in favor ot
a shall-ow marine origin tor the forma tiona un-

der investigation.

2.

The basal Cotter sandstone on the

aver~

age is better sorted than the sandstones
the

~etrerson

City formation.

or

The average

analyses ot Table III and the corresponding

TABLE.III.
Average analyses.

U?PER JEFFERSOl1 CITf

/.. vera{~e ,s81nple
/\V .1ft.
i\.V.

Size
rnrn.
1

1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16
"1/16

.00
.70
80.80
'97.10
14.00

7.40

,1

;J

.DO
.35
40.40
48.55
7.00
3.'70

Total 200.00 100.00

Average san1Vle
l~Jo.V. rrt.
ltV.
:rn.TI1.

.~11ze

1

1/2

1/4

.00
1.50

,...,

;.,

.0'0

.75

107.10

COTTER

f..verage sa.ranle
Size
mIll.

53.55
72.60 ~)6. ~)O
1/16 12.'74
6.3'7
-1/16
6.06
3.63
Total 200.00 100.00

lis

Bi~3AL

1

Av.Wt.

1/2

.00
1.48

1/4
l/S

52.02

ltv.

.00
.,.'74

26.01

121.60 60.80
1/16 17.60
8 0 80
.."1/16
5.20
2 0 60
Total 200.00 100.001

histograms of Fig. 2 (p. 54) show that a larger
percentage of grains

tal~

.'"
./,)

into the moda1, cJ.ass

ot the basal Cotter than into the modal cla.sses
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of the other group ot sandstones.

In tact,

the moda~ class ot the Lower Jefferson 01 ty

is very; poorly defined.
The ooeffioient of uniform1 ty has hen

used by Condra~ and by Dake2 as a measure ot the

..55..

Condra, G. E. J Sand and Gravel resources
and industries

or

Nebraska;

Gaol. Survey. vol. III,

Nebrasm

~908,

pt. It p. 30.

Dake, C. L. J The problem ot the St. Peter
sandstone, Bul1et1n Missouri

M"1nes and
degree

or

Metal~urgyt

sorting of sands.

Sohoo~

ot

vol. VI, no. 1 •.-

It is defined

as wThe ratio of the size ot grain which has 60
per cent of the

s~ple

finer than itself to

the size which has 10 per cent finer than 1tsel:r-J..

The data necessary to compute this con-

Condra, G. E., Idem.
stan~

tor each sandstone may be

read'd1~eet1y

from the proper cumuJ.at1ve curve 1n Fig. 5

{p. 57l.

The average coefficients

or

uniform..

1ty for the sandstones studied are:
Basal Cotter sand.stone

2.05

Upper Jefferson City sandstone

2.09

Lower Jefrerson City sandstone

2.105

These constants have the advantage

or

being

definite numerical expressions, but, being
based upon an arbitrary definition, they do

not express the degree of sorting as we11
as the histograms.

The coefficients of

un1~

formity indicate that all three sandstones
are sorted equa11y we11, whereas the actual

analyses indicate that this is not exaotly
oorrect.
3.

The sandstones vary slightly in coarse-

ness.

The basal Cotter sand 1s finer than

the sands ot the Jefferson City formation.
This d1frerence may be expressed in several
ways.

The modal class ot the basal Cotter

sandstone is invariably the 1/4 to

~/8

mm..,

grade, that of the upper Jefferson 01 ty 1s the
~/2

to 1/4 mm.) grade, and that of the lower

Jefferson 01 ty 1s not well. defined and may be

considered to include all the grains between
~/2

and 1/8 mm., in diameter.

illustrated

graph1cal~y

by

This taot 1s best

the average cumul-

ative curves of Fig. 3 (p. 57).

The curve

representing the average basal Cotter sandstone lies farther toward the right or fine side
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ot the graph than those for the average
C1 toy sandstones.

Another way

or

Jef~erson

expressing the

same d1frerence 18 by means of 'the ettect1ve size
or that 81ze .uGh that -10 per cent ot the materia1
1s of sma11er grains and 90 per cent is of

larger size than the size g1ventt~'.

The average,

Condra, G. E. tOp. c1 t. p. 31.
efrect1 ve size for each of the sandsto,nes is:

Basal Ootter sand.stone ........--..-

3/32

Upper Jet:ferson 01 ty sandstone--

5/32 mm..

lDDl.

Lower Jefferson City sandstone... 4/32 mm.
4.

On the average, the textures of the
Jefferson City sandstones resemble one another
more

olose~y-

than they resemble those of the

basal Cotter sandstone.

This may be observed

from the average Cumul.at1V8 curves ot Fig.
3. (p. 57}.

This statement does not apply to

speoifio cases, for in Fig. 1 (p. 51) are
given histograms of Jefferson City sands

which are muoh like those of the Cotter.
In the majority

or

cases the statement

does hold.
5.

These anal.ysea make possible a def1n1 te

petrographic textural des1gna t ion ot the sand-

stones in accordance "v1th Wentworth's

c~ass...

if1cat1onl.. These may be described in general as:

-59--

1.

Wenthworth, C. H., A, scale

or

grade and

class terms 'for clastic sediments; Jour.
Geol. vol.

XXX. 1922, p. 382.

Basa1 Cotter

~~~~-~~~~~-..

tine sandstone

Upper Jefrerson 01 ty' .....-

medium. sandstone

Lower Jet:rerson 01 ty -_...

medium-tine sand...

stone

6.

The texture

or

the basal Cotter

sand~

stone 1s remarkable in its constanoy.

AJ....

though occasional samples ot other sand..
stones of' the Ro11a quadrangle resemble the
cotter,

al~

samples ot the Cotter sandstone

have yielded essentlal1.y a single tYIB of
histogram.

This has been ofrnater1al aid in

correlating the sandstone in those plaees where
only an arb1 trary con tact can be drawn on the

basis

or

field evidence a1one.

In the Golemants cut section, two

sand~

stones occur within six feet of each other
near the base of the out.

Either sandstone

might be taken as the base of the Cotter
formation, but the upper member was chosen
because its texture more closely resembles
the average texture of the known Cotter sands
than does that of the lower sandstone.

The use of textural analysis in checking
field data was applied in working out a sink
structure on Highway 63, 5-1/2 miles north ot
Ro1la (Pl. IV and Fig. 4).

Since the local

Pennsylvanian sediments occur typically in

sinks, a11 of the sandstone in thes outcrop was
considered to be of that age, but close

exam~

inat10n revealed that there were in reality
two sandstones separated by a weathered
cherty zone.

This was substantiated by the

textural analysis or three samples, VII a,

b, and c t taken across the outcrop.

The

results given in order of occurrence are
presented in Table If and in the histograms
of Fig. 5.

IV.

i

Textural allal :tses of sa.1::p}.e s VII a, b, and c.
"-, '\
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TEXTlJRl-tL .tJ.{A.LYSES OF

;JAI'TDST~iiESOUTCROPPllIG

D\IROAD CUT ON

~lII:5

It is evident that the central sandstone

1s difrerent trom that which underlies the
cherty horizon which outcrops on either side of
the central mass.

Further, the texture sugg-

ests that the lower sandstone is basal Cotter.
Not enough work has been done to determine
the stratigraphic position of the central
sandstone.

Field associations suggest that

1 t is P'ennsylvan1an in age, but its analysis

does not agree with most of the analyses

or

Pennsylvanian sandstones as determined by
Murphy!.

1.

Murphy, T. D., A study

kee in the Rol1a area;

ot the basal Oharo...
UnpUblished thesis,

Mo. School of !l11nes and !.;Ietall.urgy.

SHAPE llfALYSIS.
A, binocular examination of both the Jefrerson City

and Cotter sandstones shows. as illustrated in Plates
V and VI, that the quartz grains are characterist1cally
subangular to angular.

In every case the angular1 ty

seems to be due to growth since the sandstones were de..
posited.

The grains show both rhombohedral and prismat-

ic crystal. races, and the prism faces are occas1onaJ.1y
striated.

Many of the grains are complete orystals.

Others are intergrown in such a way that the impression
or one grain may be observed on an adjacent grain.

This

gives the d1saggregated grains a somewhat pitted surface.

In many cases the 1ntergrowth 1s so complete

that the sandstone has been changed to a quartz1 te so
firmly cemented that 1 t cannot be bro'ken down for
stUdy by the usual me thods of sed1men tary analysis.

It,

1s of especial interest to note that the smal1er grains
seem to have develoIS d more perfect crystaJ.s than the

larger.

This 1s contrary to what might be expected tor

it is genera11y believed that large gra1ns grow at the

expense of the smaller ones.

That the sand grains were

rounded when originally deposited 1s suggested by the
b,inocular examination ot the sample from locali ty XIX.

For some unknown

rea~on

the grains of sand at this

plaoe have undergone less secondary growth than

else~
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where, their subrounded rather than angular character
being illustrated in

P~.

VI.

It is qui te probab:le

that rounded grains would be obtained from well cuttings,
but none were available from the basal Cotter sandstone
during the time work was being done on this problem.

The

secondary enlargement is probably characteristic of
the outcrop samples only, or of samples taken from the

sandstone where it 1s very close to the surface.
HEAVY MINERAL ANALYSIS.

Method.-

The heavy mineral content or represent-

ative samples was determined by the usual methods.
Acetylene tetrabromide (sp. gr. approximately 2.9) was

employed as the separating' medium and benzene was used
as a wash.

Separations were carried out in glass tunnels

provided wi th suitable clamps, each screen.. -size of picked

representative samples being analyzed separately.
Mineral.s present.-

Al1m.i.nerals were identified

with a petrographic microscope using the methods applic-

able to mineral powders.

The optical

determina~ions

were supplemented by chemical tests and by binocular ob-

servations whenever necessary.

A total 'of eighteen minerals have been observed in
the sandstones of the
ations.

~efferson

City and cotter form-

These with their prominent characteristics,

are listed below in alphabetical order.
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Usually observed in finer sizes

Chalcopyr1te.~

only.

Numerous brassy yellow, opaque, flaky grains.

Soluble in dilute nitric acid and yield copper tests
with ammdh1um hydroxide.
D10ptase (?).-

A green, uniaxial, positive

mineral, occurring infrequently as angular grains in
all. sizes of the Jefferson 01 ty.

In has weak green

to yell.ow pleochroism, moderate birefringence, and

an index greater than 1.63.

It gives a distinct

copper reaction with potassium ferrocyan1de.

The

quantity was insufficient to determine the mineral
with certainty.
Ep1dote.-

An infrequent ye11ow1sh-green

mineral occurring in the Cotter formation.

The

grains are angular, have one good cleavage, and are
biaxial and negative.

The extinction angle is about

4° and 2V is nearly 900.

The 1Ildex 1s greater than

that ot methylene iodide and the.specific gravity
1s nearly equal to that ot this liquid.
Fluor1te.~

Numerous angular cleavage

ments of transparent colorless and

yel~ow1sh

trag~

fluor-

ite were noted in all sizes of the Cotter sands.
The mineral was readily ident1fied by its perfect
octahedral cleavage, conchoidal fracture, isotropic Character, low refractive index (less than 1.44)t
and low relief.
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A constant constituent

Galena.-sands.

or

all the

Readily identified by i ts lead gray co1or

and perfect cubic cleavage.

All the grains are

sharply angular.

Hemat1te.-

Occasional fragmental grains

of earthy red and black specular hematite were
observed.

The characteristic reddish-brown streak

and reactions for iron served to identify this
mineral.

Hornblende ....

Jefferson City sand

Observed in a tew samples ot
~ong

the coarser sizes.

It

occurs in blaok angular grains with long prismatic

cleavage faces and uneven tracture.

The grains

are biaxial, negative, with marked green to brown
pleochroism.

The index 1s close to 1.635 and the

extinotion angle approximately 15°.

Leucoxene...

Rounded grains of a white or

brownish white opaque material have been ca11ed
leucoxene.

Tests for titanium were negative, but

the material is similar to the leucoxene noted by
Cordry! in other Missouri sandstones.
1..

Cordry, Cletus D., Heavy minerals in the Roub1-

doux and other sandstones of the Ozark region,
Missouri;

Jour. Paleontology, vol. III, no. 1,

March, 1929.
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Iron.--

Minute shavings of

metal~1c

iron

were found in sufficient abundance to attract attentioin.

They

probab~y

represent fragments trom the

hammer used in taking the sample at the outcrop. for
the sample came in contact with iron at no other
time.

Amorphous and pseudomorphous

Limonite.-

after pyrite.

Brown color,

Magnetite.-

yel~ow1sh-brown streak.

'

Some black strongly magnetio

grains occur in nearly al1 samples.

Their intimate

mixture with the 11mon1te renders them inconspicuous and without a magnet they would escape detection.

Work on samples outside the area covered by

this investigation show clearly that some otthe

,

grains may be ilmenite.
1iica.-

Occas1ona1 grains were observed.

Some are muscovite, others biotite.

Some ot the

biotite shows partial alteration to chlorite.
Pyr1te.-

Cubes t pyr1 tohedrons,. and anguJ....

ar fragments of pyr1 te were observed in alI. sizes and

in many swmples.

The brassy

~uster

and pale

yel~ow

color rendered indentif1cat1on easy.
Siderite.-

This mineral is quite abund-

ant in the heavy residue and apparently formed a smal1
portion of the cement holding the quartz grains together,
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for it frequently shows negative crystal forms.

It is

dark brown, vitreous, effervesces in hot acid and
yields a good test for ferrous iron.

Tourmaline.-

This is the most abundant of

al.l the heavy mine rals in the ;Taffe rson 01 ty and

Cotter sandstones.
the

~/4

It occurs in all grades below

mm. and is most abundant in the 1/8 to

mm. grades.

1./~6

The grains are invariably well rounded,

usually elongated, but not uncommonly spherical..

The mineral occurs in five colors: greenish-brown,
black, brown, blue J and colorless, listed in order

or

abundan.ee.

The colorless end blue varieties

are quite rare.

negative.

The mineral. grains are uniaxial,

Colored varieties are pleochroic, exhibiting

max~ absorption paral1.el to the elongation. Refractive index approximately 1.635, birefringence and
relief moderate.

A mixture of many grains with a

flux composed or KHS04 and CaF2 yielded a green
boron flame.

Tremolite ...

This mineral was observed in

only the coarser grades of a few Jetrerson City sand-

stones.

The grains are white to colorless, transparent,

angular, show good prismatio cleavage and uneven
fracture.

They are biaxial, negative, index appro-

ximately 1.635, biretringence and relief mOderate,
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extinction angle between 10° and 17°.

Insoluble

in hot hydrochloric acid.
A mineral common to both sand...

Zircon • .,.

stones, entirely absent in the coarser grades of
the Cotter, but commonly present in the ooarser

grades

or

the

~efterson

City.

the .. ~/16 grades in at ther group

Most abundant in

of

sands.

The

grains are rounded and are either spherical or
elongated.

A few exh1b1 t geniculate twinning.

The

grains are colorless or slightly rose, un1axia1.
positive, have indices above that of methylene
iodide, and exhibit high relief' and strong b1refring..
enee.

Unidentified minerals.Mineral

Wine colored, 1sotropio t poor

A.~

cleavage, index between 1.530 and 1.535, al1 are
characteristic of the t-wo grains found in the a,am...

plea examined.
A very infrequent angular,

MJ.neral B...

White. opaque to translucent mineral was noted.
It 1s uniaxial.

No s1gn could be obtained from the

few grains available.

The index is between 1.330

and 1.440 and the extinction angle is about 300.

/

Abund.ance

.2! haa.V}[ mnera:Ls...

In order to

arrive at a quantitative estimate of the relative
abundance of the heavy minerals in the various
sieve grades

or

each group of sandstones, an actual-

count was made of the grains in representative
samples.

From this count limonite and siderite

were excluded because of their secondary nature,
and hematite and magnetite were excluded because
of their intimate admixture with the limonite
and siderite.

The results of these counts,

pre~

sented in Tables V and VI, are quite variable and
merely serve to lend a quantitative aspect to
the qual1tat1ve statements made a.bove.

The great

abundance ot tourmaline is emphasized.

The lack

of zircon in the 1/2 to 1/4 grade

or

the Cotter

sandstone and its presence in that grade of the
J-eff"erson 01 ty sandsto·nes is brou.ght out. as well

as its relative abundance in the --1/16 grade.
Disoussion

2.!.. resul ts.-

The results ot

the heavy mineral study as summarized in Table VII.
permit the follOw1ngconclus1ons to be drawn.
~.

The number of mineral species in

the Cotter and Jetrerson City sandstones
is much greater than that reported by
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This is due in part to the

Cordry, ·Cletus D. t

Op. J cit • .'

differenoe in treatment ot the samples,
many mineral grains being destroyed by
boiling in Hel.

It may, at. so , be due in

part to the taot that different sandstones

were analyzed.

2.

The heavy mineral oontent of the
Cotter and Jefferson City sandstones may
be d1 vided 1.nto three groups.

a.

Grains oontemporary with the
quartz and which are charaater1st1c-

ally well rounded.

These are leu-

coxene, tourmaline and zircon.
b.

Grains contemporary With the

quartz but character1st1call.y
angular.

These include epidote,

fluorite J hornblende, magnetite t

mica, and tremo11te.

c.

Grains chietly of secondary
origin formed in the sandstone
s1nee its deposition.

These are

characteristically angular and in-
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elude chalcopyr1 te, d1opta.se,

galena, hematite. limonite, pyrite,
and siderite.

3.

The occurrenoe of ga1ena and chalco-

pyrite is somewhat unusual, but in agreement with other known facts.

Galena de-

posits have been worked in the quadrangle
and malachite 1s mown to occur in the

iron deposits in the Pennsylvanian sink
structures.
4.

The heavy mineral content of the

sandstones of the two formations is s1m11...
ar, but certain d1:f'ferenoes occur.

D1op-

tase is more common in the Jefferson City
than in the Cotter.

Epidote and fluorite

have been found only in the Cotter, while
hornblende and tremo11te have been noted
only in the Jefferson City.

Zircon oocurs

in coarse as well as in fine sizes ot

the Jefferson. City, but only in the finer
sizes of the Cotter.

These differences

coupled with textural analyses help to
distinguish the sandstones.
5.

The most important result of these
analyses is that two, distinctly different

types of heavy mineral grains seem to be

contemporaneous with the quartz.

One type

is characterized by rounding and stability
under the influences of sed1men tary proeess-a
es, the other by angularity and instability

under the same cond1 tions.

or

the former

leucoxene, tourmaline and zircon are the
outstanding examples.

These minerals prob-

ably have been transported for long distan-

ces, to which tact their rounded character
is attributed.

For the latter type. con-

sisting of epidote, fluorite, hornblende,
and bremo11te, because ot their instability
and angularity the author suggests a more
local origin.

The angulari ty may be ac...

counted for in part as oleavage produced
by the disaggregation of the sandstones,

but the presence of these angular grains
which show no indications of rounding or
alteration, particularly in the larger sieve
grades, is not so easily exp·la1ned.

If the

angularity of the fragments is due to olea..

vage produced by disaggregation, the olea'"
vage fragments should show some rounded
edges.

This is not the case.

The minerals
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included in this type, epidote, fluorite,
hornblende, and tremo11 te, are

knO\VIl

to

b'e present in pre-Cambr1an gran1 te)
rhyoli te, porp:hyry, and iron ore now ex-

posed in the area of the

st.

Fran.cois

mountains in southeast Missouri.
suggests that at least a

sm.al~

This

part ot

the minerals in the sediments have bee'n
derived from similar rock exposed

loca~~y

during Jefrerson City and Cotter time.
The geographic position of sueh exposures,
however, can not be determined exactly,

until a more exhaustive study has been made

over a much w1derarea than that included
in this investigation.

There are reasons

to believe, however, that these could not
have b,een der1 ved from the present known

exposures

st.

or

this type of rocks in the

Francois Mountains.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
An investigation of the Jefferson City forma-

tion as mapped by Lee in the Rolla quadrangle, has

shown that it comprises two formations: a portion
of the Cotter and a portion of the Jefferson 01 ty

as exposed in the type localit1es.

The sandstone

designated basal Cotter by Ulrich. has been found

to be continuous in lateral extent, and to be so
constant l1tholog1ca11y, that it was used to draw
the contaot between the formations (Pl. I).
The base of the Cotter is a
ly well-sorted sandstone.

f1ne~gra1ned,

fair-

More than 50 per cent

of the grains invariably tall in the 1/4 to 1/8
Mm.

class, and 15 to 40 per cent

to 1/4 rom. class.

fal~

in the 1/2

The quartz grains in outcrop

samples are d1st1ncly angular and exh1bi t good

crystal faces.

This is probably due the secondary

growth since deposition, for the grains are 1ntergrown and in some cases interlock so completely
that the rock may be call.ed a quartz1te.

The import-

ant heavy minerals of this sandstone are: epidote,
fluorite, chalcopyrite,
con.

ga~enaJ

tourmaline and

zir~

ot these epidote and fluorite have not been

obserVed in the subjacent sandstone.

The

~etrerson

City and basal Cotter sandstones

in a general way resemble one another, but certain
d1rrerences are worthy ot note.

Those of the Jeffer-

son 01 ty are lentioular and sporadic.

The upper

Jefferson City sandstones are usually med1um grained,
not qui te as well. sorted as the Cotter and oharac-

ter1st1ca11y although not invariably have a textural

mode of 1/2 to 1/4

mm~

Those of the lower Jefferson

City are medium fine-grained and are more poorly
sorted than the upper ones.

The textural mode is

poorly defined and may be considered to include both
the 1/2 to 1/4 mm.. and the 1/4 to 1/8 mm. classes.
The shape of the quartz grains and the heavy minerals
in the outcrop samples of the Jefferson City sandstones
are much like those of the basal Cotter.

mineralogic

d1f~erences

Certain

have been observed.

Hornblende

and tremo11te have been obtained only from the Jeff-

erson City and zircon, although present in both

rorma~

tions, occurs only in the 1/8 to -l/lo sizes in the
Cotter, whereas in the

~efferson

City it is present in

the coarser grades as well.•

The writer believes that in the majority of
cases, these differences in lithologic characteristios
are sutricient to differentiate the basal Cotter from
the

~efferson

City sandstones.

It is realized that
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~hese

criteria are not infallible) but when used with

due discretion, as a supplement to field observations,
they ha.ve been found to be of great assistance in

mapping.

Not enough samples of the upper Cotter sandstones
were available to permit a summary or their characteristics.
The result ot this investigation within a rather
restricted area suggests certain additional problems:
~.

Can the characteristics

or

the basal-

COot ter sandstone be used to dis t1ngu1sh 1 t

from al1 other sandstones whioh oocur in
the region as well. as from those in the
~efferson

2.

City?

Over how wide an area are local

criteria applicable?
3.

What is the orig1n ot the galena and
chalcop,yri te?

4.

What is the source of the angular
detri tal grains such as ep1do te, fluori te ,

hornblende and tremo11te?

